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SUMMARY

Telomeres are difficult-to-replicate sites whereby
replication itself may threaten telomere integrity.
We investigate, in fission yeast, telomere replication
dynamics in telomerase-negative cells to unmask
problems associated with telomere replication.
Two-dimensional gel analysis reveals that replica-
tion of telomeres is severely impaired and correlates
with an accumulation of replication intermediates
that arises from stalled and collapsed forks. In the
absence of telomerase, Rad51, Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1
(MRN) complex, and its co-factor CtIPCtp1 become
critical to maintain telomeres, indicating that homol-
ogous recombination processes these intermedi-
ates to facilitate fork restart. We further show that
a catalytically dead mutant of telomerase prevents
Ku recruitment to telomeres, suggesting that telo-
merase and Ku both compete for the binding of
telomeric-free DNA ends that are likely to originate
from a reversed fork. We infer that Ku removal at
collapsed telomeric forks allows telomerase to
repair broken telomeres, thereby shielding telo-
meres from homologous recombination.

INTRODUCTION

Telomeres are nucleoprotein structures that protect chromo-

some extremities from degradation and ensure replication of

chromosome ends (de Lange, 2018; Palm and de Lange,

2008). Telomeric DNA consists of repeated G-rich sequences

that are gradually lost with the successive cellular divisions. In

germinal and stem cells, telomere length is maintained by the

activity of telomerase, a reverse transcriptase that is able to

elongate the 30 overhang by addition of telomeric repeats.

Telomeres are difficult regions to replicate and replication

forks often stall when they progress through telomeric se-

quences (Sfeir et al., 2009). Indeed, several sources of endog-

enous stress impede replication fork progression such as

telomeric DNA bound proteins, T-loops, RNA:DNA hybrids,

and DNA secondary structures (for review, see Higa et al.,

2017; Maestroni et al., 2017b). Thus, accurate replication of
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chromosomal termini is a prerequisite for telomere homeosta-

sis. To limit replication stress at telomeres, shelterin proteins

TRF1 and TRF2 recruit and regulate the action of a number

of helicases and nucleases (Vannier et al., 2012; Ye et al.,

2010; Zimmermann et al., 2014). This underscores the impor-

tance of the telomeric proteins for telomere replication (Gilson

and Géli, 2007).

The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe has a shel-

terin-like complex that includes Taz1TRF1-2, Pot1, Rap1, Poz1,

Tpz1TPP1, and Ccq1 proteins (Dehé and Cooper, 2010; Moser

and Nakamura, 2009). Telomerase that is composed of the

catalytic subunit Trt1TERT, the regulatory subunit Est1, and

the TER1TERC RNA is constitutively expressed in yeast and

guarantees telomere homeostasis (Armstrong and Tomita,

2017). Rad3ATR- and Tel1ATM-dependent phosphorylation of

Ccq1 promotes recruitment of telomerase to telomeres by pro-

moting Ccq1-Est1 interaction (Moser et al., 2011; Webb and

Zakian, 2012; Yamazaki et al., 2012). Telomerase recruitment

occurs in S/G2 phase transition concomitantly with telomere

replication (Moser et al., 2009a). As in mammalian cells, the

replication forks slow down in the proximity of telomeric re-

peats in fission yeast (Miller et al., 2006), and efficient replica-

tion is required for telomere maintenance (Chang et al., 2013;

Moser et al., 2009b). Indeed, telomeric proteins such as Taz1

and the Stn1-Ten1 complex are known to promote efficient

replication of telomeres (Matmati et al., 2018; Miller et al.,

2006; Takikawa et al., 2017) as well as the RPA heterotrimer

and Pfh1 helicase (Audry et al., 2015; Luciano et al., 2012;

McDonald et al., 2014).

In fission yeast, deleting either of the protein subunits of telo-

merase or its RNA template leads to replicative senescence

(Nakamura et al., 1998; Webb and Zakian, 2008). In the absence

of telomerase activity, telomeres gradually shorten until the

cells either cease dividing or die (crisis). This definitive arrest

is caused by a DNA damage checkpoint that is activated as a

result of unprotected short telomeres being recognized as irrep-

arable double-strand breaks (DSBs). In S. cerevisiae, cell divi-

sion capacity declines with time in the absence of telomerase

activity due to the occurrence of stochastic events during repli-

cative senescence that slow down or stop cell cycle (Churikov

et al., 2016; 2014; Xu et al., 2015). This led us to investigate

the replication dynamic in S. pombe cells lacking telomerase

to unmask the replication stress occurring at telomeres (Simon

et al., 2016). Our results indicate that telomerase repairs
tional de la Recherche Scientifique.
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Figure 1. Replication Intermediates Accumulate at Telomeres in the Absence of Telomerase

(A) Representative replicative senescence profile of a freshly deleted ter1D clone propagated in liquid culture.

(B) Top: relative position of the restriction sites in the telomeric and subtelomeric regions of S. pombe chromosomes based on pNSU70 (cen, centromere).

Telomeric probe (Telo) is represented by a blue bar. Bottom: genomic DNA from ter1+ and ter1D cells was digested with EcoRI and Southern blotted. The

membrane was hybridized with Telo probe that reveals telomeric signal. A chromosomic probe was used as a loading control (LC), and L corresponds to DNA

ladder.

(legend continued on next page)
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collapsed telomeric replication forks likely by binding to

reversed fork.

RESULTS

Replication Intermediates Accumulate at Telomeres in
the Absence of Telomerase
To investigate the replication dynamic at telomeres in cells lack-

ing telomerase, we performed two-dimensional (2D) gel electro-

phoresis analysis as previously described (Audry et al., 2015;

Miller et al., 2006).We performed replicative senescence kinetics

(Webb and Zakian, 2008) by sampling daily dilutions of the liquid

cultures established from the ter1D colonies. To ensure unique

arrangement of the subtelomeric region, the ter1D colonies

were obtained by transformation of a single parental strain (Fig-

ure 1A). In this representative experiment, crisis was reached af-

ter 9 days of growth corresponding to approximately 100–110

population doublings. Southern blot performed with a telomeric

probe showed that crisis was concomitant with the disappear-

ance of telomeric signal (Figure 1B). We next performed the first

dimension of the 2D gel analysis of the ter1+ and ter1D cells (Fig-

ure 1C). This Southern blot was revealed with a subtelomeric

probe (STE1) to identify subtelomeric regions (NsiI pattern) of

S. pombe strains allowing to predict 2D gel profile. In the ter1+

parental strain NsiI digestion of genomic DNA released four telo-

mere-containing restriction fragments from the six chromosome

ends (Figure 1C, left panel), indicating that up to four Y-arcs

might be detected after the second dimension. In telomerase-

negative cells (ter1D), migration in the first dimension at different

time points of the senescence showed that NsiI fragments faded

with time and that additional high-molecular-weight bands and a

smeared signal appeared (Figure 1C, right panel). This indicates

that several additional replication intermediates (RIs) might be

detected by the second dimension of ter1D samples. Migration

in the second dimension of the ter1+ sample revealed three Y-

arcs containing strong pausing sites (Figure 1D, left panel). In

agreement with the pattern observed in the first dimension,

migration in the second dimension of the telomerase-negative

samples revealed two Y-arcs at days 2 and 4 (Figure 1D). At

day 4, the Y-arc signal slowly faded and spread into RIs of higher

molecular complexity fragments that include Y-arcs like struc-

tures and likely X-shaped structures. At day 6, Y-arcs were

barely visible, signal became fuzzy, and high-molecular-weight

structures (HMWs) were detected, mimicking to some extent

taz1D phenotype (Miller et al., 2006) (Figure 1D). At day 8, RIs

were undistinguishable while a single telomeric arc (T-arc) was

detectable as previously observed in rpa1D223Ymutant reflecting

severe replication defects (Audry et al., 2015). Another example
(C) Top: subtelomeric probe (STE1) is represented by a red bar. Subtelomeric frag

NsiI fragments (first dimension) from the parental ter1+ and ter1D cells revealed b

during the time course of replicative senescence.

(D) 2D gel analysis of the telomeric NsiI fragments from the parental ter1+ and te

generated by unidirectional movement of a replication fork across each telomeric

sites. In ter1D cells, abnormal replication intermediates (RIs) such as Y-arc-like s

weight structures (HMWs) (in green) and a telomeric arc (T-arc) (purple arrow) ar

(E) Southern blot analysis of the telomeric NsiI fragments (first dimension) from t

(F) 2D gel analysis ofNsiI-telomeric fragments revealed by STE1 probe. RIs, includ
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of a ter1D clone for which we analyzed in parallel the senescence

profile and RIs by 2D gel is shown in Figure S1. Importantly, the

appearance of these abnormal RIs correlated with the senes-

cence profile, suggesting that the loss of growth capacity is

related to replication defects that would be normally processed

when telomerase is present.

To discriminate whether RIs accumulation resulted from a

telomerase recruitment defect or telomere shortening, we moni-

tored replication dynamics of the tpz1K75A mutant that has short

telomeres. Although the tpz1K75A mutation lies in the TEL patch-

like domain of Tpz1, it affects telomere elongation by telomerase

rather than telomerase recruitment to telomeres (Armstrong

et al., 2014). In the tpz1+ parental strain (tpz1-HA), analysis of

the NsiI pattern revealed multiple subtelomeric fragments that

appeared as Y-arcs in the second dimension (Figures 1E and

1F). In the tpz1K75A mutant, we observed a strong accumulation

of additional RIs including HMWs and a T-arc that was barely

visible (Figure 1F). This result suggests that telomere shortening

per se induces a replication stress; however, this stress may also

originate from the low processivity of telomerase in the tpz1K75A

mutant.

Finally, we wanted to determine whether the lack of the main

DNA damage response kinase Rad3, which is also involved in

telomerase recruitment, affects senescence profiles in telome-

rase-negative cells. The rad3D trt1D cells were obtained from

tetrad dissection of the rad3+/rad3D trt1+/trt1D diploid strain

that displayed wild-type telomere length (Figure S1D). As previ-

ously described (Nakamura et al., 2002), rad3D trt1D clones had

a slow growth phenotype, and their senescence profiles were

more heterogeneous than those of the trt1D clones (Figure S1E).

Because of the slow growth phenotype of rad3D trt1Dmutant, it

was difficult to obtain a sufficient amount of cells to perform 2D

gel analysis. To assess whether the absence of Trt1 activates a

DNA damage response (DDR), we monitored checkpoint activa-

tion by following Chk1-myc and Cds1-myc phosphorylation in

trt1D cells at different time points of the senescence (Figures

S1F–S1H). Phosphorylation of Chk1 was detected only at time

points of the senescence preceding the crisis, while phosphory-

lation of Cds1 was not observed. Taken together, these data

indicate that telomere replication in the absence of telomerase

does not activate the phosphorylation of these two kinases

that act downstream of the Rad3 during canonical DDR.

Exo1Processes Replication Intermediates at Telomeres
Homologous recombination (HR) requires Exo1-dependent DNA

resection to promote homology search and strand invasion at

DSBs (Langerak et al., 2011; Mimitou and Symington, 2008;

Zhu et al., 2008). Recently, Exo1 was reported to also process
ments are heterogenous in size. Bottom: Southern blot analysis of the telomeric

y STE1 probe. Red arrows mark additional subtelomeric fragments that appear

r1D cells revealed by STE1 probe. In second dimension, the Y-arc pattern is

fragment seen in the first dimension. Orange triangles mark the strong pausing

tructures and X-shaped molecules are depicted by brackets. High-molecular-

e detected at late time points during senescence.

he parental tpz1+-HA and the tpz1K75A-HA strains, revealed by STE1 probe.

ing HMWs (bracket) and T-arc (purple arrow), accumulate in tpz1K75A-HA cells.



Figure 2. Exo1 Processes Replication Inter-

mediates at Telomeres

(A) Representative replicative senescence profile

of exo1D trt1D clone propagated in liquid culture.

(B) Genomic DNA from exo1D trt1D cells was di-

gested with EcoRI and Southern blotted. The

membrane was hybridized with a Telo probe. A

chromosomic probe was used as a loading control

(LC).

(C) Southern blot analysis of the telomeric NsiI

fragments (first dimension) revealed by STE1

probe.

(D) 2D gel analysis of the telomeric NsiI fragments

revealed by STE1 probe. Y-arc like structures,

X-shaped molecules, HMWs, and T-arcs accu-

mulate in exo1D trt1D cells. Red arrows mark the

cone-shaped signal (X-spike) that represents four-

way DNA junctions emanating from Y-arc.
terminally arrested forks in S. pombe (Ait Saada et al., 2017). HR,

aswell as Ku, were both reported to restrain the Exo1-nucleolytic

activity at arrested forks (Ait Saada et al., 2017; Teixeira-Silva

et al., 2017). We thus examined the senescence profile and telo-

mere RIs by 2D gel in the exo1D trt1D cells obtained from tetrad

dissection of the exo1+/exo1D trt1+/trt1D diploid strain. In

contrast to budding yeast in which deletion of exo1 does not

impair growth of telomerase minus cells (est2D) (Bertuch and

Lundblad, 2004), we found that the absence of Exo1 accelerated

senescence in S. pombe (crisis at day 7; Figure 2A) and resulted

in the rapid loss of telomeres (Figure 2B), suggesting that Exo1 is

required to support efficient telomere maintenance in the

absence of telomerase.

In exo1D trt1+ cells, analysis of NsiI pattern revealed three

subtelomeric fragments of a similar size (Figure 2C, left panel)

that appeared in the second dimension as a thick Y-arc with

marked pausing sites (Figure 2D, left panel). X-shaped mole-

cules emanated from the main pausing site and some RIs were

also detected (red arrow). Although telomeres are mainly repli-

cated as simple Y-arcs, these results indicate that Exo1 partici-

pates in telomere replication in telomerase-positive cells. In

exo1D trt1D cells, telomere shortening occurred prematurely

(Figure 2B). The NsiI pattern observed with exo1D trt1D clone

in the first dimension is different from exo1D trt1+ because

exo1D trt1D clones were obtained from tetrad dissection of the

exo1+/exo1D trt1+/trt1D diploid strain (Figure 2C). 2D gel anal-

ysis revealed numerousRIswith atypical appearance (Figure 2D).

In the exo1D trt1D mutant, RIs were detected at earlier time

points compared with the single trt1D mutant (Figure 1D).

Remarkably, Y-arc like structures, X-shaped structures,

HMWs, and T-arcs progressively accumulated with ongoing

replicative senescence. We inferred from these results that

Exo1 processes RIs, especially in the absence of telomerase.

In exo1D trt1D cells, accumulation of RIs correlated with acceler-

ated telomere shortening and senescence. These results sup-

port the hypothesis that telomerase promotes efficient replica-
tion of telomeres by preventing engagement of the telomeric

RIs in HR.

Rad51, MRN, and Ctp1 Are Required to Sustain Cell
Viability in the Absence of Telomerase
To investigate the roles of HR during telomeres replication in telo-

merase-negative cells, we constructed trt1D/trt1+ diploid strain

combined with either rad51, mre11, or ctp1 deletions. Tetrad

analysis revealed that the spores bearing trt1D and rad51D dele-

tions were either synthetically lethal or extremely sick, preventing

their propagation (Figure 3A). The same phenotype was observed

when trt1D was associated with rad51-II3A (Figure 3B), a mutant

of Rad51 that is able to form a stable nucleoprotein filament on

single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) but unable to perform the strand-

exchange reaction (Ait Saada et al., 2017). Chromatin immuno-

precipitation (ChIP) experiments indicated that Rad51 was re-

cruited to telomeres during replicative senescence (Figures 3C

and S2), its binding being maximum at day 4 concomitantly with

the visualization of Y-arcs-like structures, X-shaped molecules,

andHMWsby 2Dgel (Figure 1D).We concluded that Rad51 fulfills

essential functions in the absence of telomerase, likely by pro-

cessing RIs through strand-exchange reaction. Rad55 is known

to assist Rad51 in the formation of the nucleoprotein filament.

Although trt1D rad55D spore was viable, we were unable to

further grow double mutants in liquid culture, thus confirming

the essential role of HR in the absence of telomerase (Figure 3D).

MRN (Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1) complex and its co-factor Ctp1 are

required for DSB repair by HR. MRN-Ctp1 have been proposed

to release Ku from DNA ends and to initiate resection (Jensen

and Russell, 2016; Langerak et al., 2011; Limbo et al., 2007).

Tetrad analysis revealed that mre11D trt1D and ctp1D trt1D

were synthetically lethal or sick (Figures 3E and 3F), showing

that both are required in the absence of telomerase. When

trt1D was combined with the mre11-D65N mutant that is defi-

cient in nuclease activity but proficient in MRN complex forma-

tion (Hartsuiker et al., 2009), the double mutant was viable in
Cell Reports 30, 3312–3322, March 10, 2020 3315



Figure 3. Rad51, Ctp1, and Mre11 Are

Essential in the Absence of Telomerase

(A, B, and D–F) Analysis of spore viability resulting

from tetrad dissection of a mating between trt1D

and rad51D, rad51-II3A, rad55D, ctp1D, and

mre11D mutants.

(C) ChIP of Rad51 at telomeres in untagged (trt1+),

rad51D, and trt1D strains. The immunoprecipitated

DNA was analyzed by quantitative PCR with the

telomeric and chromosomic primers. Telomeric

primers are located within STE1 subtelomeric re-

gion in close proximity to telomeric repeats. Data

are the mean of two independent clones.

(G–I) Viability analysis of the spore colonies re-

sulting from tetrad dissection aftermating between

taz1D and rad51D, mre11D and pku70D mutants.

(J) Genomic DNA was digested with EcoRI and

Southern blotted. The membrane was hybridized

with Telo probe that reveals telomeric signal. A

chromosomic probe was used as a loading control

(LC), and L corresponds to DNA ladder.
contrast to themre11D trt1Dmutant (Figure S3A). Nevertheless,

this mutation accelerated senescence since the crisis was

reached at day 5 (Figure S3B), suggesting that both the nuclease

activity of Mre11 and the structural function of MRN were

required to maintain telomeres in the absence of telomerase.

Taken together, these results show that Rad51, MRN, and

Ctp1 are essential factors in telomerase minus cells that ensure

telomere maintenance and sustain cell viability. Noteworthy, we

observed that the Rad8 ubiquitin ligase/DNA helicase was

dispensable for viability of telomerase-negative cells during

senescence (Figures S3C and S3D), although its S. cerevisiae

counterpart Rad5 has been shown to promote the viability of

cells in the absence of telomerase (Fallet et al., 2014).

Taz1 is known to promote efficient replication of telomeric DNA

(Miller et al., 2006). Indeed, Taz1 loss leads to stalled replication

forks, and telomere maintenance in taz1D cells relies on the telo-

merase, which is recruited throughout the cell cycle (Dehé et al.,

2012). Because taz1D cells accumulate RIs, we wondered how

deletion of rad51 andmre11would impact the viability of the dou-

blemutants. Like rad51D trt1D, the synthetic lethality (or sickness)
3316 Cell Reports 30, 3312–3322, March 10, 2020
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between rad51D and taz1D did not allow

us to propagate rad51D taz1D cells (Fig-

ure 3G). In contrast, the absence of

Mre11 neither impaired the growth of

taz1D mutant (Figure 3H) nor its telomere

maintenance (Figure 3J). Thus, while

Rad51 is required to sustain viability in

the absence of either Trt1 or Taz1, Mre11

is only required in the absence of Trt1,

while it is dispensable in taz1D cells point-

ing out the specific role of Mre11 in telo-

merase-negative cells.

Ku and Trt1 Are Mutually Exclusive
at Telomeric Free DNA Ends
Along the same lines, we observed that

the deletion of pku70 in the absence
telomerase was deleterious for cell viability, although pku70

trt1D spores were able to form colonies (Figures 4A and 4B

consistent with previous observations (Baumann and Cec

2000). Of note, this contrasts with the absence of genetic inte

action between taz1D and pku70D (Figures 3I and 3J). ChIP e

periments revealed that Ku70 was recruited at early time poin

of the replicative senescence (Figure 4C). Because it has be

shown recently that Ku complex can load onto the terminally a

rested forks that undergo reversal (Teixeira-Silva et al., 2017), w

hypothesized that broken or reversed replication forks at tel

meres may produce a substrate for Ku. We tested the possibil

that Ku and telomerase compete for the binding of dsDNA end

To this purpose, we took advantage of a catalytically dead (C

mutant of telomerase (trt1-D744A; trt1CD) (Haering et al., 200

As previously described (Subramanian et al., 2008), w

confirmed that this mutant rapidly loses its telomeres (Figur

4D and 4E). Indeed, trt1CD cells obtained from trt1+/trt1

diploid strain reached crisis at day 5. By ChIP of Est1-V5, w

verified that telomerase is recruited to telomeres as has be

already shown (Subramanian et al., 2008) (Figures 4F a



Figure 4. Telomerase Catalytically Dead Mutant Prevents Ku Binding at Telomeres

(A) Analysis of spore viability resulting from tetrad dissection of a mating between trt1D and ku70D mutants.

(B) Average replicative senescence profiles of the pku70D trt1D (n = 4) and of the trt1D (n = 5) clones (latter being obtained by sporulation of the trt1+/ trt1D diploid)

propagated in liquid culture.

(C, F, and I) ChIP of the Est1-V5 and Ku70-myc at telomeres in untagged, trt1+, trt1D, and trt1CD strains. The immunoprecipitated DNA was analyzed by

quantitative PCR using the telomeric and chromosomic primers as explained in the legend to Figure 3C. Data are the mean of three independent experiments.

(D) Replicative senescence profile of the catalytically dead telomerase (trt1CD) clones (n = 3) propagated in liquid culture, obtained after sporulation of the trt1CD

trt1D diploid strain.

(E and H) Genomic DNA from the indicated strains was digested with EcoRI and Southern blotted. The membrane was hybridized with a Telo probe. Ethidium

bromide staining was used as a loading control (EtBr).

(G) Representative replicative senescence profile of the pku70-myc trt1D and pku70-myc trt1CD clones propagated in liquid culture.

Cell Reports 30, 3312–3322, March 10, 2020 3317



S4A–S4C). Indeed, Est1-V5 binding was detected at day 2 of the

replicative senescence, and later ChIP signal decreased

concomitantly with the loss of telomeric signal. These results

show that the catalytically dead telomerase accelerates the

rate of senescence and telomere loss compared to trt1 deletion.

Next, we performed ChIP of Ku70-myc protein in trt1D and

trt1CD genetic backgrounds. We confirmed that senescence

was accelerated in ku70-myc trt1CD compared to ku70-myc

trt1D as reported above (Figures 4G and 4H). trt1CD and ku70-

myc trt1CD mutants exhibited similar senescence and telomere

shortening kinetics, indicating that the tagged version of Ku70

did not affect the senescence profile of the trt1CD mutant

(compare Figures 4D and 4G). Strikingly, the Trt1CD prevented

the recruitment of Ku70 at telomeres (Figure 4I). The fact that

the recruitment of Ku70 is impaired by the Trt1CD suggests that

both proteins compete for the same substrate at telomeres,

likely for the telomeric free DNA ends formed at either broken

or reversed forks. In support of this hypothesis, we found that

recruitment of Est1 at telomeres is increased in ku70D cells (Fig-

ure S4D). Conversely, Ku70 binding is not significantly increased

in taz1D mutant that exhibits a high level of telomerase at chro-

mosome ends (Figure S4E).

Importantly, trt1+/trt1CD diploid cells had shorter telomeres

than trt1+/trt1D cells indicating that Trt1CD has a dominant-

negative effect (Figure S5A), consistent with the fact that telome-

rase may act as a dimer (Wenz et al., 2001). To confirm that

accelerated senescence was caused by the recruitment of an

inactive form of telomerase in trt1CD cells and not by short telo-

meres inherited from the parental trt1+/trt1CD diploid strain, we

transformed trt1CD haploid cells with pTrt1+ plasmid that overex-

presses Trt1 (pREP2-Trt1). This plasmid allowed to maintain

telomeres of trt1CD cells at a wild-type length (Figure S5A).

Loss of pTrt1+ triggered an early onset in senescence of the

trt1CD cells (compared to trt1D cells) as crisis was reached at

day 7 (Figure S5B). Accordingly, Southern blot confirmed a rapid

loss of telomeric sequences in trt1CD albeit it was delayed

compared to trt1CD obtained from sporulation of trt1+/trt1CD

(Figure S5C). This confirmed that the catalytically dead telome-

rase aggravates the senescence compared to the trt1 deletion.

X-Shaped Molecules Accumulate in trt1CD

When replication forks stall, theymay also reverse (Teixeira-Silva

et al., 2017). Since reversal within telomeric sequences is pre-

dicted to create a four-way branched structure (also called

chicken foot) with a 30 overhang on the regressed double-strand

end, telomerase can theoretically bind to this structure as it was

previously proposed in taz1D cells (Dehé et al., 2012). With this

hypothesis inmind, wemonitored by 2Dgel replication dynamics

in trt1CD cells obtained after loss of the pTrt1+ plasmid (Figures

5A and 5B). In the first dimension, we visualized a unique NsiI

fragment that was converted into a single Y-arc in the second

dimension (Figures 5C and 5D). Interestingly, we observed the

accumulation of X-shaped molecules visible as a cone signal

emanating from strong pausing site on the Y-arc (marked with

a red arrow). Given that fork convergence does not occur at telo-

meres that are replicated by unidirectional forks, these data likely

indicate that, in trt1CD background, reversed replication forks

are stabilized at telomeres. Noteworthy, X-spike emanating
3318 Cell Reports 30, 3312–3322, March 10, 2020
from Y-arc was also visible in exo1D background (Figure 2D)

and barely detectable in trt1+ cells (Figure 1D). Although 2D

gel cannot identify reversed forks unambiguously (Neelsen and

Lopes, 2015), our data indicate that reversed replication forks

are natural transient structures at telomeres. Taking together,

these results suggest that telomerase can bind to either broken

or reversed forks to complete their replication.

DISCUSSION

Replication forks naturally stall when they approach chromo-

some ends because of endogenous obstacles to fork progres-

sion such as telomeric DNA bound proteins, RNA:DNA hybrids,

and DNA secondary structures. In this study, we present several

pieces of evidence that telomerase is the preferred pathway for

healing telomeres when the replication forks are stalled.

Although 2D gel cannot identify reversed forks unambiguously,

our results suggested that four-branch DNA structures emanate

from stalled forks at telomeres. Thus, we propose that stalled

forks do collapse and then either break or reverse, exposing

G-rich single strand, which could be extended by telomerase, al-

lowing de novo telomere synthesis (Figure 5E). Our findings are in

linewith themodels proposed in budding (Simon et al., 2016) and

fission yeast (Dehé et al., 2012), suggesting that telomerase acts

as a repair enzyme at broken telomeres.

More recently, the binding of telomerase to reversed replication

forkshasbeenproposed inmouseRTEL1-deficientcell lines (Mar-

galef et al., 2018). In this genetic context, telomerase inappropri-

ately binds to and stabilizes reversed replications forks, thereby

preventing replication fork restart. Here, we report that in fission

yeast telomerase is able to extend the 30 end G-rich ssDNA at a

reversed fork, thereby completing telomere replication. Telome-

rase would be detrimental only if it is catalytically inactive likely

by hampering fork restart in a similar way as does mouse wild-

type telomerase inRTEL1-deficient cells. Thus, incontrast tochro-

mosomal DSBs, where telomere healing might lead to loss of ge-

netic information, we might consider that telomerase acts as a

repair enzymeof reversedorbroken forksat telomeres. Thiswould

allow cells to maintain their telomeres through a HR-independent

pathway. We explain the seeming contradiction between our re-

sults and those of Margalef et al. (2018) by the great difference in

telomere length between mice and fission yeast. Mouse telome-

rase, particularly in the absence of RTEL1, would not be able to

complete the synthesis of the many kilobases of telomeric DNA.

It remains to be seen whether human telomerase is able to heal

telomeres when replication forks collapse.

In this study, we also showed that Rad51, Ku,Mre11, Ctp1, and

to a less extent Exo1 are required to sustain cell viability of

S. pombe cells lacking telomerase activity (Figure 5E). In budding

yeast, Rad51 is also essential in cells lacking telomerase (Churi-

kov et al., 2014; Fallet et al., 2014; Nugent et al., 1998). However,

in contrast toS. pombe, inactivation of eitherMre11, Sae2(Ctp1), or

Exo1 in S. cerevisiae delays the onset of senescence (Ballew and

Lundblad, 2013; Bertuch and Lundblad, 2004; Fallet et al., 2014;

Hardy et al., 2014; Joseph et al., 2010; Nugent et al., 1998). These

results suggest that the processing of collapsed forks at telo-

meres is likely different in S. pombe and S. cerevisiae. In budding

yeast, the absence of the MRX complex and Exo1 decreases the



Figure 5. X-Shaped Molecules Accumulate

in trt1CD

(A) Replicative senescence profile of the trt1CD

strains issued from the pTrt1+ plasmid loss

(trt1CD-ploss; n = 3, red line). Blue dashed line cor-

responds to the trt1D (n = 5) clones obtained by

sporulation of the trt1+/ trt1D diploid. Senescence

is accelerated in trt1CD-ploss when compared to the

trt1D cells.

(B) Telomere length analysis of trt1CD- ploss strain

issued from the pTrt1+ plasmid loss.

(C) Southern blot analysis of the telomeric NsiI

fragments (first dimension) from trt1CD-ploss. A

chromosomic probe was used as a loading control

(LC) (L, DNA ladder).

(D) 2D gel analysis of the telomeric NsiI fragments

revealed by STE1 probe in trt1CD-loss. Red arrows

mark the cone-shaped signal (X-spike) that repre-

sents four-way DNA junctions emanating from

Y-arc at the pausing site.

(E) Model of the telomerase action at collapsed

replication forks at telomeres. Replication forks

naturally stall when they approach chromosome

ends due to endogenous obstacles. Stalled forks

may collapse and either break or reverse, exposing

G-rich single strand, which can be further

extended by telomerase to complete de novo

telomere synthesis. The catalytically dead mutant

of telomerase (Trt1CD) is deleterious for the cells.

We propose that Trt1CD binds to the G-rich 30

overhangs but is unable to elongate telomeres.

Occupancy of the reversed fork by Trt1CD prevents

recruitment of the Ku complex. In the absence of

telomerase, the Ku complex, MRN-Ctp1, and

HR pathway are essential for processing the

collapsed forks. In this context, Ku may bind to

the broken telomere and MRN-Ctp1 likely clips Ku

and initiates resection that also requires Exo1.

Then, Rad51-dependent HR repairs broken

forks through a recombination-based repair

mechanism.
extensive resection at critically short telomeres while in fission

yeast the homologous factors play a role in the repair of the telo-

meric collapsed forks as does Rad51. Along the same lines, we

found that Rad8 ubiquitin ligase/DNA helicase that belongs to

theDNAdamage tolerance pathway does not impact senescence

in fission yeast, while its Rad5 homolog is necessary for telomere

maintenance in S. cerevisiae (Fallet et al., 2014), accentuating the

notion that budding and fission yeasts differently process replica-

tion stress at telomeres.

The use of the RTS1-blocked fork system in fission yeast has

proposed that terminally arrested forks undergo fork reversal,

providing a free DNA end for Ku binding (Teixeira-Silva et al.,

2017). Indeed, the association of Ku with and its removal from

reversed forks control end resection and replication fork restart

mediated by HR. It is likely that the forks arrested at RTS1 and

at telomeres share common restart mechanisms. Indeed, in

this study, we show that Ku is recruited at telomeres in the

absence of telomerase (Figure 5E), consistent with a recruitment

of Ku at sites distal to chromosome ends as previously reported
in budding yeast (Larcher et al., 2016). In addition, we have

shown that the presence of a catalytically dead mutant of telo-

merase prevents Ku binding suggesting that both proteins

compete for the binding of free G-rich DNA ends at reversed

forks (Figure 5E). While telomerase recruitment channels telo-

mere repair by de novo telomere synthesis, Ku binding controls

end resection and HR-mediated replication fork restart. This also

implies that telomerase protects against telomere recombination

by acting as a repair enzyme of the reversed forks.

In this study, we show that abnormal RIs appear immediately

after removal of telomerase activity and accumulate with telo-

mere shortening, indicating that the absence of telomerase gen-

erates replication stress (Figure 1D). Interestingly, replicative

stress is also detected at short telomeres in the tpz1K75A mutant

in which telomerase does not efficiently elongate telomeres but

remains recruited to chromosome ends (Figure 1F). The question

arises whether short telomeres per se also contribute to replica-

tive stress. Intuitively, it should be easier to replicate short telo-

meres than the longer ones since the amount of bound proteins
Cell Reports 30, 3312–3322, March 10, 2020 3319



and secondary structures are supposed to be reduced. There-

fore, we may wonder what the source of endogenous stress at

short telomeres is. In budding and fission yeast, telomeric tran-

scription is enhanced when telomeres shorten (Balk et al.,

2013; Graf et al., 2017; Maestroni et al., 2017a; Moravec et al.,

2016). Thus, the higher level of TERRAmay provoke a replication

stress at eroded telomeres that likely leads to the accumulation

of RIs during replicative senescence. In addition, telomeric

R-loops are thought to promote recombination-based telomere

maintenance (Balk et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2019). Collectively,

these data suggest that telomere shortening likely generates

transcription-dependent replication stress and that both telome-

rase and HR contribute to the resolution of this replication stress

(Figure 5E).

In summary, replication forks naturally slow down and stall at

telomeres (Ivessa et al., 2002; Miller et al., 2006; Sfeir et al.,

2009). When fork progression is stopped, it may reverse or break

(Neelsen and Lopes, 2015). Fork reversal may stabilize the

stalled fork and provide aG-rich single-strandDNAallowing telo-

merase recruitment and telomere maintenance.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

SchyzoSaccharomyces pombe strains used in this paper are derivatives of the standard strains 972h- and are listed in Table S1.

Strains were grown under standard conditions in YES (Yeast Extract with Supplements) at 30�C if not indicated otherwise. Further

specifications are mentioned within the Methods Details section.

METHOD DETAILS

Strains and Plasmids
S. pombe strains used in this work are listed in Table S1. Telomerase was deleted by substituting the ter1 gene by kanamycin

cassette by one-step homologous insertion as described previously (Maestroni et al., 2017a). Diploid strains were sporulated and

genotype was verified following the genetic markers or by PCR (see Table S2). To get rid of pREP2-Trt1 plasmid carrying the

ura4+ marker, cells were replicated on 5-Fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) plates.

Liquid senescence assay
After micromanipulation or transformation, cells were grown in 50 mL of YES medium at 32�C and the starting OD600 was set to

0.0013 each day. Population doublings were calculated each day as the log2 (OD600/0.0013), where the OD600 is the cell density

measured after 24 hr. Graphs were plotted using Prism7.

Telomere length analysis by Southern blotting
Genomic DNA was prepared from 15 mL of cells at OD600nm = 1 and digested either with ApaI or EcoRI. The digested DNA was

resolved in a 1.2% agarose gel and blotted onto a Hybond-XL membrane (Dutsher, RPN2035). After transfer, the membrane was

cross-linked with UV and hybridized with a telomeric probe. 32P labeling of DNA probes was performed with alpha-32P dCTP (Perkin

Elmer, BLU013Z250UC) and Illustra microspin column (GE-healthcare). The telomeric and subtelomeric STE1 DNA probes were ex-

tracted by digestion of pIRT2-Telo plasmid by SacI/PstI and EcoRI/ApaI, respectively (Rog et al., 2009). Chromosomic probes were

also used as a loading control. It corresponds to a genomic region of chromosome II that could be amplified by the primers listed on

Table S2. These probes reveal fragments at 5 and 1.1 kb when genomic DNA is digested with EcoRI and NsiI, respectively.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
Cells (100ml at OD600nm = 0.8) were resuspended in lysis buffer (50mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton

X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate). The crude cell lysate was sonicated to yield 0.5–1kb DNA fragments and clarified by centrifu-

gation for 15 min at 16,000g. Prior to immunoprecipitation, 1/10 volume of the cell lysate was saved for an input control. Antibodies

9E10 anti-myc (Santa Cruz, sc40), anti-Rhp51 (Abcam, ab63799) and anti-V5 (Invitrogen, R960-25) mouse monoclonal antibodies

were added towhole-cell extracts and incubated 1h at 4�Con a rotator wheel, and thenmagnetic Dynabeads (Invitrogen) were added

for 1.5h at 4�C. Immunoprecipitates were washed three times eachwith 1ml of lysis buffer, 1ml of lysis buffer/500mMNaCl, two times

eachwith 1ml of wash buffer (10mMTris-HCl pH 8, 0.25M LiCl, 0.5%NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1mMEDTA) and 1mL of TE

buffer (10mM Tris-HCl, 1mM EDTA pH 8). Recovered DNA was analyzed either by SYBR Premix Ex TaqII (Tli RNase Plus) (RR820W)

using telomeric (Telo) or chromosomic (Ch) primers that are listed in Table S2.

Two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis
Replication intermediates (RIs) were analyzed as follows: 2.5x109 cells were washed in cold SP1 buffer (1.2M sorbitol, 50mM citrate

phosphate, 40mM EDTA, pH 5.6) Cells were treated with 0.625 mg/ml lysing enzyme (Sigma, L1412) and 0.5 mg/ml zymolyase 100T

(Amsbio, 120493-1). The resulting spheroplasts were then embedded in low gelling temperature agarose (Sigma A9414) plugs, incu-

bated in a digestion buffer containing proteinase K (Euromedex, EU0090) and stored in TE (50 mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA). DNA was di-

gested with 60 units per plug of the restriction enzyme NsiI (NEB, R0526M) and then treated with RNase (Roche, 11119915001) and

beta-agarase (NEB, M0392L). Melted Plugs were equilibrated with 0.3M NaCl and replication intermediates enrichment was

achieved on BND cellulose (Sigma, B6385) embedded in columns (Biorad, 731-1550), as described (Lambert et al., 2010) or with

Genomic-Tip 20/G (QIAGEN). Replication intermediates were enriched in the 1M NaCl 1.8% caffeine (Sigma, C-8960). After precip-

itation with glycogen (Roche, 10901393001), Replication intermediates were separated by electrophoresis in 0.4% and 1% (+ EtBr

0.5 mg/ml) agarose gels in 1X TBE for the first and second dimensions (Brewer et al., 1992). DNA was transferred to a nylon mem-

brane (Dutsher, RPN2035) in 10X SSC. Membranes were incubated with a 32P radio-labeled STE1 probe (Illustra microspin column,

GE-healthcare and alpha-32P dCTP, Perkin Elmer, BLU013Z250UC) in Ultra-Hyb buffer (Invitrogen, AM8669) at 42�C. Replication
intermediates were detected using Biorad molecular imager Fx.

Protein extraction and western blots
Total protein extracts were prepared from 1x108 cells. Cells were washed with 20% trichloracetic acid (TCA) in order to prevent pro-

teolysis and were resuspended in 200ml of 20% TCA at room temperature. After addition of the same volume of glass beads, cells

were disrupted by FastPrep (MP Biomedical) 6.5 three times, 20sec at 4�C. Glass beads were washed twice with 200 ml of 5% TCA
e2 Cell Reports 30, 3312–3322.e1–e3, March 10, 2020



acid, and the resulting extract was spun for 15min at 16,000g at 4�C. The pellet was resuspended in 200ml of Laemmli buffer, neutral-

ized by adding 10ml of 1M Tris base, and finally clarified by centrifugation as described above. For western blots, 20ml of aliquots were

separated in 7% polyacrylamide gels containing 25mM Phos-tag (AAL-107, NARD, Wako), transferred to a nitrocellulose filter

(Amersham), and probed with mouse anti-HA 12CA5 (Roche) and mouse 9E10 anti-myc (Santa Cruz, sc40) antibodies. Immunoblots

were developed using the enhanced chemiluminescence procedure (ECL kit, Perkin Elmer).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical parameters are reported in the Figures and the Figure Legends. p values are calculated from two-tailed t test.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

All sequencing data and software used are available from the lead author, upon request.
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